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Lucky Break
Penguin In this thrilling new novella from the New York Times bestselling author of Blood Games, vampire Merit bites oﬀ more than she bargained for when a romantic trip to a
secluded Colorado town turns deadly. Merit and Ethan are in desperate need of some alone time, far from the worries of Cadogan House, but trouble tends to follow wherever they
go. Their attempt at a romantic getaway is quickly interrupted when one of Ethan’s vampire friends shows up at their door—covered in blood and accused of killing her shifter
husband. Merit and her Master soon discover their vacation spot is far less idyllic than it appears. A centuries old quarrel between local vampires and shifters has made the town a
perpetual supernatural battle zone, and this fresh blood has stirred the already volatile pot. Now, Merit and Ethan must put their passion on pause to ﬁgure out who’s really
responsible for the murder before all hell breaks loose… Includes an exclusive preview of the next Chicagoland Vampires novel, Dark Debt Praise for the series “Wonderful
entertainment.”--#1 New York Times bestselling author Charlaine Harris “Will appeal to fans of Charlaine Harris’s Sookie Stackhouse and Laurell K. Hamilton’s Anita Blake.”—Library
Journal “A wonderfully compelling reluctant vampire heroine.”—USA Today bestselling author Julie Kenner Chloe Neill was born and raised in the South, but now makes her home in
the Midwest. She is the author of the New York Times bestselling Chicagoland Vampires series, including Dark Debt, Blood Games, and Wild Things. When not transcribing Merit’s
adventures, she bakes, works, and scours the Internet for good recipes and great graphic design. Chloe also maintains her sanity by spending time with her boys—her photographer
husband and their dogs, Baxter and Scout.

This Case Is Gonna Kill Me
St. Martin's Press In a world where humans endure the laws and politics of vampires, werewolves, and elves in order to avoid becoming prey, Linnet Ellery embarks on a career with a
"white fang" ﬁrm and is targeted by random attacks.

Dark Prince
Author's Cut
Harper Collins An incomparable gift for Christine Feehan fans, Dark Prince returns in a new, author’s cut special edition. #1 New York Times bestseller Feehan revisits her classic tale
of paranormal romance—the breathtaking story of a beautiful hunter with extraordinary telepathic abilities captivated by the powerful allure of a tormented prince of the mysterious
Carpathians—expanding the beloved story by 100 never before seen pages! Here is your golden opportunity to experience the ﬁrst book in Christine Feehan’s remarkable Dark saga
as you never have before, whether it’s a glorious re-entrance into this writer’s mystical, unforgettable world…or your very ﬁrst visit!
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Beautiful Disaster Signed Limited Edition
A Novel
Simon and Schuster Travis Maddox, Eastern University's playboy, makes a bet with good girl Abby that if he loses, he will remain abstinent for a month, but if he wins, Abby must live
in his apartment for the same amount of time.

Dead Until Dark
Penguin Sink your teeth into the ﬁrst novel in the #1 New York Times bestselling Sookie Stackhouse series—the books that gave life to the Dead and inspired the HBO® original
series True Blood. Sookie Stackhouse is just a small-time cocktail waitress in small-town Bon Temps, Louisiana. She's quiet, doesn't get out much, and tends to mind her own
business—except when it comes to her “disability.” Sookie can read minds. And that doesn’t make her too dateable. Then along comes Bill Compton. He’s tall, dark, handsome—and
Sookie can’t hear a word he’s thinking. He’s exactly the type of guy she’s been waiting for all her life... But Bill has a disability of his own: he’s a vampire with a bad reputation. And
when a string of murders hits Bon Temps—along with a gang of truly nasty bloodsuckers looking for Bill—Sookie starts to wonder if having a vampire for a boyfriend is such a bright
idea.

Gullstruck Island
Abrams From the award-winning author, “a breathtaking journey of revenge and redemption that pits a stubborn, devoted girl against an unknown evil” (Kirkus Reviews, starred
review). On Gullstruck Island, legend has it that the mountain ranges and volcanoes are in charge. Anger them, and you’ll pay the price. Keep them happy, and you’ll enjoy their
protection. These stories of the land’s command come in handy for quiet, near-invisible Hathin when she must run for her life. Hathin’s sister, Arilou, is believed to be a Lost. The
Lost are held nearly sacred by those on Gullstruck, for they can send their senses away from their bodies. If Lost, Arilou can read a message across the island. If Lost, Arilou can
hear whispers in the corners of private rooms. If Lost, Arilou can smell bread baking in the governor’s mansion. All from her beachside hut. But the question remains: Is Arilou really
a Lost? When all the Lost drop dead, except Arilou, she and Hathin are swept into a grand conspiracy that leads them to the most sinister depths—and heights—of the island. “Filled
with sentient volcanoes, gem-studded teeth, villains, heroes, revenge, love, and the world’s most frightening dentist, this is a book to rival The Princess Bride in scope, adventure,
and excitement. It’s Hardinge’s magnum opus. One that I dearly hope both kids and adults enjoy in equal measure.” —A Fuse #8 Production, School Library Journal “Delightfully
inventive . . . Ripe, rollicking, and endlessly creative.” —The Guardian “A luminous example of gifted storytelling at its best.” —Publishers Weekly (starred review)

Wild Hunger
Penguin In the ﬁrst thrilling installment of Chloe Neill's spinoﬀ to the New York Times bestselling Chicagoland Vampires series, a new vampire will ﬁnd out just how deep blood ties
run. As the only vampire child ever born, some believed Elisa Sullivan had all the luck. But the magic that helped bring her into the world left her with a dark secret. Shifter Connor
Keene, the only son of North American Central Pack Apex Gabriel Keene, is the only one she trusts with it. But she's a vampire and the daughter of a Master and a Sentinel, and he's
prince of the Pack and its future king. When the assassination of a diplomat brings old feuds to the fore again, Elisa and Connor must choose between love and family, between
honor and obligation, before Chicago disappears forever.

Halfway to the Grave
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A Night Huntress Novel
Harper Collins Meet the vampire world's supercouple Cat and Bones in this special 10th anniversary edition, with a "director's cut" collection of deleted scenes! "Cat and Bones are
combustible together." - Charlaine Harris Half-vampire Catherine Crawﬁeld is going after the undead with a vengeance, hoping that one of these deadbeats is her father—the one
responsible for ruining her mother's life. Then she's captured by Bones, a vampire bounty hunter, and is forced into an unholy partnership. In exchange for ﬁnding her father, Cat
agrees to train with the sexy night stalker until her battle reﬂexes are as sharp as his fangs. She's amazed she doesn't end up as his dinner—are there actually good vampires?
Pretty soon Bones will have her convinced that being half-dead doesn't have to be all bad. But before she can enjoy her newfound status as kick-ass demon hunter, Cat and Bones
are pursued by a group of killers. Now Cat will have to choose a side . . . and Bones is turning out to be as tempting as any man with a heartbeat.

Fear Nothing
A Novel
Bantam Fear, compassion, evil, courage, hope, wonder, the exquisite terror of not knowing what will happen on the next page to characters you care about deeply—these are the
marvels that Dean Koontz weaves into the unique tapestry of every novel. His storytelling talents have earned him the devotion of fans around the world, making him one of the
most popular authors of our time, with more than 200 million copies of his books sold worldwide. Christopher Snow is diﬀerent from all the other residents of Moonlight Bay,
diﬀerent from anyone you've ever met. For Christopher Snow has made his peace with a very rare genetic disorder shared by only one thousand other Americans, a disorder that
leaves him dangerously vulnerable to light. His life is ﬁlled with the fascinating rituals of one who must embrace the dark. He knows the night as no one else ever will, ever can—the
mystery, the beauty, the many terrors, and the eerie, silken rhythms of the night—for it is only at night that he is free. Until the night he witnesses a series of disturbing incidents
that sweep him into a violent mystery only he can solve, a mystery that will force him to rise above all fears and confront the many-layered strangeness of Moonlight Bay and its
residents. Once again drawing daringly from several genres, Dean Koontz has created a narrative that is a thriller, a mystery, a wild adventure, a novel of friendship, a rousing story
of triumph over severe physical limitations, and a haunting cautionary tale. This ebook edition contains a special preview of Dean Koontz’s The Silent Corner.

Starglass
Simon and Schuster For all of her sixteen years, Terra has lived on a city within a spaceship that left Earth ﬁve hundred years ago seeking refuge, but as they ﬁnally approach the
chosen planet, she is drawn into a secret rebellion that could change the fate of her people.

Verdigris Deep
Abrams “Deliciously shiver-inducing . . . Fans of dark fantasies such as Neil Gaiman’s Coraline will ﬁnd this tale irresistible”—from the award-winning author (School Library Journal).
Verdigris (n.): a blue-green rust that tarnishes aging and forgotten copper coins, altering them entirely . . . Ryan feels invisible: At school, he’s in a class with students older and
cooler than him, and at home, he’s largely ignored during his parents’ petty arguments. And then he meets Josh. Josh is popular in the way that only beautiful boys can be—he’s
almost electric. Both Ryan and his chatterbox sidekick, Chelle, fall under Josh’s spell, and the three soon become inseparable. One summer afternoon, they sneak oﬀ to the troubled
town of Magwhite. Trapped without bus fare for the ride home, Josh convinces his less mischievous companions their only solution is to steal coins from the infamous wishing well.
Soon after, each develops a unique, sinister power. When the well witch appears, she gargles demands of her three new servants. Ryan, Josh, and Chelle have robbed her and now
must obey her . . . and the wishes rotting at the bottom of her well. “A deliciously creepy tale . . . There is a vividness and energy to Hardinge’s imagination that makes almost every
moment of this absorbing story shine with light or glossy darkness.” —The Horn Book (starred review) “Inescapably chilling . . . a dark, polished gem.” —Publishers Weekly (starred
review) “There’s no denying Hardinge’s power as a storyteller, her ability to create beautiful, precise imagery, or her expectation that her readers will grasp the subtle ideas and
reﬂections woven into the novel.” —Booklist (starred review)
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Night Game
Penguin In this “suspenseful...captivating” (Publishers Weekly) novel in GhostWalker series, #1 New York Times bestselling author Christine Feehan tracks the desperate steps of a
wanted woman—betrayed, avenging, and dangerously irresistible… Gator Fontenot of the Special Forces paranormal squad can’t refuse an urgent request to save the elusive Iris
“Flame” Johnson, a victim of the same horriﬁc experiments that warped Gator. Now unleashed, she’s a red-haired weapon of unimaginable destructive powers, a walking time bomb
bent on revenge in the sultry bayous of New Orleans, and hunted by a shadowy assassin. It’s Gator’s job to reel Flame in. But can two people haunted by violent betrayals trust the
passion that soon ignites between them? Or is one of them just playing another seductive and deadly night game?

Bob Marley: The Untold Story
Farrar, Straus and Giroux What was it about Bob Marley that made him so popular in a world dominated by rock 'n' roll? How is it that he not only has remained the single most
successful reggae artist ever, but also has become a shining beacon of radicalism and peace to generation after generation of fans? The man who introduced reggae to a worldwide
audience, Marley was a hero ﬁgure in the classic, mythological sense. From immensely humble beginnings, with talent and religious belief his only weapons, the Jamaican recording
artist applied himself with unstinting perseverance to spreading his prophetic musical message across the globe. In 1980, on tour, Bob Marley and the Wailers played to the largest
audiences a musical act had ever experienced in Europe. Less than a year later, Marley would die, only thirty-six years old. Sales of Marley's albums before his death were
spectacular; in the years since he died, they have been phenomenal. Chris Salewicz, the bestselling author of Redemption Song, the classic biography of Joe Strummer, interviewed
Bob Marley in Jamaica in 1979. Now, for the ﬁrst time, in this thorough, detailed account of Marley's life and the world in which he grew up and which he came to dominate, Salewicz
brings to life not only the Rastafari religion and the musical scene in Jamaica, but also the spirit of the man himself. Interviews with dozens of people who knew Marley and have
never spoken before are woven through the narrative as Salewicz seeks to explain why Marley has become such an enigmatic and heroic ﬁgure, loved by millions all over the world.

City of a Thousand Dolls
Harper Collins The girl with no past, and no future, may be the only one who can save their lives. Nisha was abandoned at the gates of the City of a Thousand Dolls when she was just
a little girl. Now sixteen, she lives on the grounds of the isolated estate, where orphan girls apprentice as musicians, healers, courtesans, and, if the rumors are true, assassins. She
makes her way as Matron's errand girl, her closest companions the mysterious cats that trail her shadow. Only when she begins a forbidden ﬂirtation with the city's handsome
young courier does she let herself imagine a life outside the walls. Until one by one, girls around her start to die. Before she becomes the next victim, Nisha decides to uncover the
secrets that surround the girls' deaths. But by getting involved, Nisha jeopardizes not only her own future in the City of a Thousand Dolls—but also her life.

Normal
Harlequin "The truth is I hurt people. It's what I do. It's all I do. It's all I've ever done." He lives in your community, he shops in your grocery store, he drives beside you on the
highway. What you don't know is that he has an elaborate cage built into a secret basement under his garage, and the food he's shopping for is to feed a young woman he's holding
there against her willone in a string of many, unaware of the fate that awaits her. This is how it's been for a long time. It's normaland it works. Perfectly. Then he meets the
checkout girl from the 24-hour grocery, and she changes everything. One small problemhe still has someone trapped in his garage. Discovering his humanity couldn't have come at a
worse time.

Green Rider
Penguin After an unexpected confrontation with a dying knight, Karigan G'ladheon becomes the unlikely bearer of a vital message to the king, on a mission during which she faces
assassins and other deadly dangers in a world of complex magic.
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House Rules
Ace Merit, a vampire, and Ethan Sullivan, her Master, try to ﬁnd out who is causing Chicago vampires to disappear, until they discover clues that seem to point to a trusted
associate.

Hard Bitten
Penguin “If you loved Nancy Drew but always wished she was an undead sword-wielding badass, Merit is your kind of girl.”—Geek Monthly Times are hard for new vampire Merit.
Since shapeshifters announced their presence to the world, humans have been rallying against supernaturals, and inside Cadogan House, things between Merit and her Master,
Ethan Sullivan, are...tense. Worst of all, a violent vampire attack has left three women missing, and the mayor of Chicago has a simple demand for Merit and Ethan: Get your House
in order. Or else. Merit needs to get to the bottom of the crime, but, unable to tell who’s on her side, she calls in a dangerous favor from a member of an underground vamp group
that may have intel on the attack. Merit soon ﬁnds herself in the dark heart of Chicago’s supernatural society—a world ready to fulﬁll the protesting humans’ worst fears, and a
place where she’ll learn that being a vampire means getting a little blood on your hands....

Under My Hat
Tales from the Cauldron
Random House Books for Young Readers Neil Gaiman, Holly Black, Diana Peterfreund, Margo Lanagan, Peter S. Beagle, and Garth Nix are just a few of the authors who have toiled over
their cauldrons and conjured up bewitching new creations inspired by and celebrating the might and mystery of the witch. Assembled by one of the most well-regarded anthologists
in the science ﬁction/fantasy world, this rich, intelligent collection will enchant readers of all ages.

Six Impossible Things
Poppy In this charming story of one guy's eﬀorts to get it together when his life is falling apart, award-winning author Fiona Wood introduces an irresistible voice and a delightfully
awkward character who is impossible to forget. 1. Kiss Estelle.2. Get a job.3. Cheer my mother up.4. Try not to be a complete nerd/loser.5. Talk to my father when he calls.6. Figure
out how to be good. Nerd-boy Dan Cereill is not quite coping with a whole heap of problems, including a reversal of family fortune, moving, new-school hell, a mother with a failing
wedding cake business, a just-out gay dad, and a massive crush on Estelle, the girl next door. His life is a mess, but for now he's narrowed it down to just six impossible things.... !-EndFragment--

Biting Bad
A Chicagoland Vampires Novel
Penguin Merit has been a vampire for only a short while, but she’s already seen a lifetime’s worth of trouble. She and her Master, centuries-old Ethan Sullivan, have risked their lives
time and again to save the city they love. But not all of Chicago is loving them back. Anti-vampire riots are erupting all over town, striking vampires where it hurts the most. A
splinter group armed with Molotov cocktails and deep-seated hate is intent on clearing the fanged from the Windy City come hell or high water. Merit and her allies rush to ﬁgure
out who’s behind the attacks, who will be targeted next, and whether there’s any way to stop the wanton destruction. The battle for Chicago is just beginning, and Merit is running
out of time.
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Ship Breaker
Little, Brown Books for Young Readers This thrilling bestseller and National Book Award Finalist is a gritty, high-stakes adventure of a teenage boy faced with conﬂicting loyalties, set in
a dark future America devastated by the forces of climate change. In America's ﬂooded Gulf Coast region, oil is scarce, but loyalty is scarcer. Grounded oil tankers are being broken
down for parts by crews of young people. Nailer, a teenage boy, works the light crew, scavenging for copper wiring just to make quota--and hopefully live to see another day. But
when, by luck or by chance, he discovers an exquisite clipper ship beached during a recent hurricane, Nailer faces the most important decision of his life: Strip the ship for all it's
worth or rescue its lone survivor, a beautiful and wealthy girl who could lead him to a better life.... In this powerful novel, Hugo and Nebula Award winning author Paolo Bacigalupi
delivers a fast-paced adventure set in the vivid and raw, uncertain future of his companion novels The Drowned Cities and Tool of War. "Suzanne Collins may have put dystopian
literature on the YA map with The Hunger Games...but Bacigalupi is one of the genre's masters, employing inventively terrifying details in equally imaginative story lines." --Los
Angeles Times A New York Times Bestseller A Michael L. Printz Award Winner A National Book Award Finalist A VOYA 2010 Top Shelf Fiction for Middle School Readers Book A Rolling
Stone 40 Best YA Novels Book

Blood Sense
SubtleDemon Publishing, LLC Saxom is dead. The vampires know this. Anthony Hancock, Director of the Joint NSA/Homeland Security Department, knows it as well. Tony and the
vampires are now on the hunt for Saxom's brood, all of whom are determined to avenge their sire's death. Neither Tony nor the vampires are aware of the other's eﬀorts to search
out these rogues, who may number in the hundreds at the very least. Tony holds information the vampires don't—he knows that Xenides, Saxom's eldest vampire child, has allied
with terrorists (both foreign and domestic). Tony also neglects to provide vital information to Wlodek when he requests Lissa's help. While struggling to recover from a near-fatal
bout with the sun, Lissa fails to understand why Wlodek willingly sends her away on assignment so quickly. With very little information provided to her, Lissa is forced to face an
enemy more deadly than anyone can imagine and unravel a plot that could kill millions.

Every Part of You
St. Martin's Griﬃn First published as a ﬁve-part e serial novel, Megan Hart's Every Part Of&nbspYou &nbspis&nbspnow available for the ﬁrst time as a complete book.Simone Kahan's
been watching Elliott Anderson through her oﬃce window for months. He likes to bring women back to his oﬃce for late-night trysts, and Simone enjoys her voyeurism until one
night, Elliott appears to go too far with his date. The other woman might not be into spanking, but Simone is, and when she meets Elliott in the elevator later that night, she makes
sure he's intrigued enough by her to ask her to go with him to the party he no longer has a date for.Thrown together by circumstances he'd never have imagined, Elliott isn't sure
what to think about Simone. She's nothing like the women he normally dates, but something about her draws him in until he can't stop himself from wanting her... until their
goodnight kiss becomes something harder. Harsher. Simone responds to his rough hands as no woman ever has, and Elliott's not ready to pursue what he's always told himself is
wrong.

The Bleeding Dusk
The Gardella Vampire Chronicles
Penguin More information to be announced soon on this forthcoming title from Penguin USA
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The Roof of France
Or, The Causses of the Lozère
London : R. Bentley

God's Word for Mothers
Barbour Publishing Though it was written thousands of years ago, God’s Word has much to say to modern moms concerning the important issues they face: family, jobs, self-image,
and the meaning of life. God’s Word for Moms is a collection of over 100 devotionals written by godly women just like you—women seeking answers to the big questions of life and a
wellspring of peace, inspiration, and guidance. Each uplifting devotional is paired with a relevant scripture and is sure to leave readers emotionally and spiritually satisﬁed—which
makes this collection a must-have for gift-giving, small group study, or personal use.

Caroline Gordon
A Biography
Oxford University Press, USA Traces the life of the Southern novelist and looks at her relationship to a circle of modern writers that included Euroda Welty and Scott Fitzgerald

Executive Manpower
The View from the Seventh Layer
Vintage A compilation of short ﬁction features the title story about a troubled young woman who imagines an escape with an apparition she calls the Entity, as well as "The Human
Soul as a Rube Goldberg Device" and "Father John Melby and the Ghost of Amy Elizabeth." Reprint.

Bloodlines
Keira and her friends continue to try to understand their elemental powers and protect themselves from their enemies, whose ultimate goal is to destroy them.

This Case Is Gonna Kill Me
White Fang Law: Book 1
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Estimating Market Value and Establishing Market Rent at Small Airports
"Staﬀ from smaller airports typically lack specialized expertise in the negotiation and development of airport property or the resources to hire consultants. ACRP Research Report
213 provides airport management, policymakers, and staﬀ a resource for developing and leasing airport land and improvements, methodologies for determining market value and
appropriate rents, and best practices for negotiating and re-evaluating current lease agreements. There are many factors that can go into the analysis, and this report reviews best
practices in property development."--Foreword.

Political Memory in and After the Persian Empire
SBL Press Various disciplines that deal with Achaemenid rule oﬀer starkly diﬀerent assessments of Persian kingship. While Assyriologists treat Cyrus's heirs as legitimate successors
of the Babylonian kings, biblical scholars often speak of a "kingless era" in which the priesthood took over the function of the Davidic monarch. Egyptologists see their land as
uniquely independently minded despite conquests, while Hellenistic scholarship tends to evaluate the interface between Hellenism and native traditions without reference to the
previous two centuries of Persian rule. This volume brings together in dialogue a broad array of scholars with the goal of seeking a broader context for assessing Persian kingship
through the anthropological concept of political memory.

Walt Disney's Chicken Little
Western Publishing Company Walt Disney's retelling of the classic story of a little chick who believes the sky is falling.

Deadly Conclusion
AuthorHouse Following its failure to gain military dominance in World War II, Japan implemented a top secret contingency plan. This plan was aimed at world economic dominance. It
utilized genetic engineering and industrial espionage as primary weapons. The implementation of the plan was a brilliant success. Japan had stolen industrial secrets from the best
companies in the Western world. Once Japan's economy was well established, all traces of the plan had to be eliminated, including killing everyone with even the remotest
knowledge of it. Four of the ﬁve founders were also killed leaving only the Emperor with full knowledge. Or so he thought! Years later an inadvertent publication revealed that one
person with all this knowledge was still alive. Rob Campbell was believed to have been killed but unknown to the Emperor his life had been spared and he now lived with his wife
and baby son in Hawaii. If details of this heinous plan were made public it could severely damage the entire Japanese economy and bring the downfall of the Emperor and his
lineage. He would not allow this to happen. The Emperor sent a clandestine group of intelligent, highly trained assassins to ﬁnd and eliminate the entire Campbell family.
Fortunately for Rob, two allies came to his aid. Both had World War II espionage training. But would their combined capability be suﬃcient to overcome the Emperor's experienced
assassins? There would be many more questions as the trail led from one side of the Paciﬁc to the other. Many questions - but only one certainty. Many people would die before the
quest reached a conclusion.

I Lost It at the Video Store
A Filmmakers' Oral History of a Vanished Era
"Roston interviews the ﬁlmmakers--including John Sayles, Quentin Tarantino, Kevin Smith, Darren Aronofsky, David O. Russell, and Allison Anders--who came of age during the reign
of video rentals, and constructs a living, personal narrative of an era of cinema history which, though now gone, continues to shape ﬁlm culture today"--Dust jacket ﬂap.
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Nicolás Guagnini: Theatre of the Self
Nicolás Guagnini: Theatre of the Self is a hybrid catalogue-reader based on the exhibition of the multi-threaded performances of Buenos Aires-born New York-based Guagnini. Many
of these works, spanning from 2005 until 2019, have never been seen before or have not been seen since their original live presentation. Raised in Argentina during the "Dirty War"
and violent military dictatorship, Guagnini moved to New York in the late 1990s and co-founded the ﬁlm production company Union Gaucha Productions with Karin Schneider in
1997. In 2005 Guagnini became co-founder of Orchard Gallery, an artist cooperative based on the Lower East Side. The work in Theatre of the Self is informed in part by
autobiography, history, politics and through Guagnini's community itself. Some performances were participatory, some were not. But all were made polyvocaly in collaboration with
a group of artists with shared interests and concerns around performance and the moving image including Ei Arakawa, Leigh Ledare, Jeﬀ Preiss, Aura Rosenberg, Karin Schneider
among others.This publication invites internationally acclaimed art historians, curators and artists to think about the material in Guagnini's work within a unique format. Readers of
the publication will be interested in contemporary art, ﬁlm, political science, performance studies, and Latin American studies.

Dead Heat
An Alpha and Omega novel: Book 4
Hachette UK From No. 1 New York Times bestselling author Patricia Briggs comes the next thrilling Alpha and Omega novel - an extraordinary fantasy adventure set in the world of
Mercy Thompson but with rules of its own . . . Perfect for fans of Ilona Andrews, Nalini Singh, Christine Feehan and J. R. Ward. 'Patricia Briggs is an incredible writer' - Nalini Singh,
New York Times bestselling author of the Psy-Changeling series 'Patricia Briggs is amazing . . . Her Alpha and Omega novels are fantastic' - Fresh Fiction For once, mated
werewolves Charles and Anna are not traveling because of Charles's role as his father's enforcer. This time, their trip to Arizona is purely personal - or at least it starts out that way .
. . Charles and Anna soon discover that a dangerous Fae being is on the loose, replacing human children with simulacrums. The Fae's cold war with humanity is about to heat up and Charles and Anna are in the cross ﬁre. Discover this page-turning Alpha and Omega novel, from the queen of urban fantasy Patricia Briggs. Praise for Patricia Briggs: 'I love
these books!' - Charlaine Harris 'The best new fantasy series I've read in years' - Kelley Armstrong 'Patricia Briggs never fails to deliver an exciting, magic and fable ﬁlled suspense
story' - Erin Watt, #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Royals series 'It is always a joy to pick up a new Briggs novel . . . Briggs hits another one out of the park!' - RT Book
Reviews Books by Patricia Briggs: The Alpha and Omega Novels Cry Wolf Hunting Ground Fair Game Dead Heat Burn Bright Wild Sign The Mercy Thompson novels Moon Called Blood
Bound Iron Kissed Bone Crossed Silver Marked Frost Burned Night Broken Fire Touched Silence Fallen Storm Cursed Smoke Bitten Sianim series Aralorn: Masques and Wolfsbane

Duty and Desire Book Club Edition
To uphold family honor and tradition, Sheetal Prasad is forced to forsake the man she loves and marry playboy millionaire Rakesh Dhanraj while the citizens of Raigun, India, watch
in envy. On her wedding night, however, Sheetal quickly learns that the stranger she married is as cold as the marble ﬂoors of the Dhanraj mansion. Forced to smile at family
members and cameras and pretend there's nothing wrong with her marriage, Sheetal begins to discover that the family she married into harbors secrets, lies and deceptions
powerful enough to tear apart her world. With no one to rely on and no escape, Sheetal must ally with her husband in an attempt to protect her infant son from the tyranny of his
family.sion.
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